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Introduction 
Object recognition can be easily made by people. Since we are born, we began to identify patterns like toys, 

does not matters if the toys are rotated or in perspective. The computers cannot identify patterns easily with the before 
distortions mentioned. To fix these troubles, the area of optics has produced multiple applications in pattern 
recognition. Several methods have been developed to find invariances to rotation, scale, and displacement [1]. 
Integrals transforms produce different invariances. The modulus of the Fourier transform has displacement invariance 
[2], the modulus of the Mellin transform has scale invariance [3] and, with binary masks of circumferences or rings 
the rotation invariance is achieved. [4, 5]. The Radial Hilbert transform has been used to detect borders in rotated 
images and, have rotation invariance [6], these qualities do the Radial Hilbert transform a good candidate to apply it. 
Different methodologies with different invariances can be created. However, the confidence to detect objects could 
change, some methodologies are more efficient to detect or discriminate objects. The improvement in the performance 
in object recognition led to the new study of a methodology with scale, rotation and, displacement invariances. 

 
Methodology 

To have different invariances is needed to apply different integrals transforms, the Mellin transform is applied 
to generate scale invariance. Mellin transform is defined as [7]: 
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the principal property of the Mellin transform is that the scale changes only affects to the phase.  

Another integral transform is 2D Radial Hilbert transform � �RH  presented as,   
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where � � � �1 2,H P P I ) is an arbitrary radial function. 

In the particular case where � � ire TT)  , we obtain [7]: 
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The radial Hilbert transform optimized (RHTO) appears when a parameterD is added, as is proposed, 
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theD value has an optimal range, to find that range, different values of D were evaluated from 0 to 1.5. This change 
is related with the rings number produced by the radial Hilbert transform and, the rings number is related to the 
signature length and the autocorrelation value of the signature.  

The signatures were created from the input images applying the Mellin transform, then the Fourier transform 
and, the RHTO, finally the values in the concentric rings were summed and associated to the signatures. 

To correlate the signatures, a linear-nonlinear correlation was proposed in this work to produce superior 
performance in comparison with the classical filter techniques regarding discrimination capability. Where, if the factor 
Rz is one, it is a linear correlation, and it is non-linear for values of Rz different from one. To recognize the target into 
a problem image, the signature of the problem image (SPI) is compared with the signature of the target image (STI) 
using the adaptive linear-nonlinear correlation (CANL), that is  
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PIV and, TIV are the standard deviation of PIS , TIS and, 
PISI ,

TISI are the phase of PIS , TIS . 

Results 
The D optimum value was 1.09D  . Using the linear-no linear correlation and a group of 30 phytoplankton 

species scaled from 85% to 115% and rotated around 360° the correlation value was obtained. Then using the Z-Fisher 
transform [8] with 99.9% of confidence level to transform each correlation value, in each species the maximum and 
minimum ʌ value were graphed. The results for each species shown that the RHTO methodology could recognize all 
species, the correlation values using species 20 as filter are shown in fig. 1. The results are similar to the other 29 
species correlated with RHTO signatures and adaptive linear-nonlinear correlation. To each species, the filter values 
are upper than the other values and this allow identified the target species. 

 
Fig. 1 ȡ values between different phytoplankton images using the Z-Fisher transform and adaptive linear-nonlinear filter and its 

comparison with the conventional signature cases.  
 

Conclusions 
The RHTO produces an optimized signature which is longer, it discriminates between other representative 

signatures and it has a higher confidence level. In this work the optimal value of Į was 1.09 to provide longer 
signatures, this Į value is the same for auto-correlation value and maximum signature length. 

Longer signatures had more information to correlate; this produces a better confidence level than the 
signatures created with conventional radial Hilbert transform. The correlation values were evaluated with the Z-Fisher 
transform, found a confidence level up to 99.9% in the 30 species and a confidence level of 100% using alphabetic 
letters. This methodology can be used to obtain more information from an image transformed into a signature. The 
proposed methodology produces a good discrimination capability for the target signature. 
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